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Mont-Cervin. Zermatt and the Matterhorn. Drawn by H. Meyer, engraved by 
Salathé. 1829. Coloured aquatint. 14.5 x 20.8cm. From M. Sauvan.  

Le Rhône: description historique et pittoresque de son cours. Paris 1829.  
(Alpine Club Collection HE021P)
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BOB SHEPTON

Greenland and Baffin Island
Big Walls Expedition 2014

It turned out to be a tough expedition, mainly because of the remote 
and uncompromising nature of the terrain, the weather – the conditions 

generally, especially in Baffin. It was another Tilman-type expedition of 
sailing, and climbing from, my Westerly 33ft sloop Dodo’s Delight, in two 
distinct phases, joined by a sea passage across Baffin Bay.

Greenland
The crew and climbers, the ‘Wild Bunch’ from our 2010 expedition, 

were Nico and Oli Favresse, Sean Villaneuva, and Ben Ditto. They joined 
the boat in Aasiaat, west Greenland, in early July and we sailed soon after-
wards for Uummannaq to the north. We knew some climbing had been 

Ikerasak’s iconic mountain. Left and right ridges of left main face were climbed 
by the team. (Bob Shepton)
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done in this area but there seemed to be a lot more to do. We also knew 
that there was a danger of loose rock and indeed the team rejected possi-
bilities on the first reconnaissance in the fjörd, to the south of the settle-
ment of Iserasak and west of Uummannaq, on those grounds. Instead they 
established two new routes on the peak overlooking the settlement, on the 
east and west arêtes of the main face. These were Married Men’s Way (E3 
5c, 5.10, 400m), taking the left ridge, likely to become a classic Alpine style 
ridge climb. The second was more exacting; Crocodiles have Teeth (E5 6a, 

5.11b/c, 400m) gave consistently 
steep climbing, finishing up two 
pitches of an overhanging crack. 
Ikerasak also gave good boul-
dering, an important training 
feature for the team between the 
big face climbs.

Next was a big wall on 
the south-east corner of 
Qaquglugssuit, to the north of 
Iserasak, and two climbs were 
made on the buttress on the east 
side. We named this buttress 
Goliath – it was big, bold, brazen 
and blocky. Standard Deviation 
(E4 6a, 5.11) took the left side of 

it; a black band of rather loose rock soon after the start did concentrate 
the mind somewhat. Goliath was also defeated by Slingshot (E3 5c, 5.10) 
to the right; both routes are 500m in length. The four climbers descended 
by walking along the ridge some distance and down to the boat which was 
anchored rather precariously off the shore, waiting for them.

We next traversed round to the north side of this island to what became 
known to us as Windy Gulch, with strong and unpredictable katabatic 
winds which forced us to put a line ashore and a kedge anchor astern, in 
addition to the usual main anchor. Here we discovered walls with tremen-
dous potential for long, serious, medium grade routes on what appeared to 
be mainly good rock, but the team did not consider they were quite steep 
or serious enough. Instead much bouldering was done nearby whilst we 
waited for the winds to sort themselves out, which they proved reluctant to 
do. We left in a gale.

Eventually one further route was pioneered in this area, on a wall of 
Drygalskis Halvo that the team named Funky Tower. It was No Place for 
People, aka Sunshine and Roses (E6 6b, 5.12a, 500m). This was sustained, 
varied, technical, formidable, and with a lot of loose rock reported, espe-
cially by our American team member who did not like it at all. There was 
good bouldering and excellent fishing in the cove to the north-east where 
the boat was anchored by an abandoned Inuit tent, with suitable aban-
doned tools and detritus lying around.

Dodo’s Delight looking for climbers on Funky 
Tower. (Nico Favresse)

The formidable-looking Goliath Buttress. (Bob Shepton)

All this time we had been waiting for the ice to clear from the east coast 
of Baffin. We were receiving ice reports by email from ‘my man in Scot-
land’ but they showed the pack ice sticking stubbornly to the Baffin coast in 
the area round the settlement of Clyde River. Meantime, much bouldering 
was done at the west bay of Uummannaq where we were now anchored, 
waiting. We met up with two other boats who called in to this excellent 
anchorage. They were not climbing, but they did enjoy the musical jam 
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sessions provided by the Wild Bunch; the music is such an integral part of 
their climbing and lifestyle.

At last it looked as if the ice on Baffin was beginning to move. There 
was a last minute purchase of stores in the ‘town’ of Uummannaq and we 
set sail – or rather we motored since there was no wind. We anchored for 
the night on a hidden bank by a stream outlet near the village of Niaqornat 
towards the end of this huge peninsula of Nuugssuaq, and set out for Baffin 
next morning; spontaneity and manoeuvrability are the great advantages 
of climbing from a boat. We motored at first, then the wind came in and 
gradually increased. I kept too much sail up that first night but then we 
settled down to a lively but uneventful three-day passage across to Baffin. 
Uneventful, that is, except for the last stretch when, seventy miles out from 
the coast and early on a misty morning, we suddenly came to a huge field 
of pack ice. Obviously that stubborn shore ice was at last moving out, and 
fortunately the wind and swell had now broken the pack up sufficiently for 
us to weave our way through. We made our way into Clyde River to check 
into Canada, sighting eight polar bears and cubs on the ice floes along the 
way.

Baffin Island
The next day we were on our way towards Sam Ford Fjörd. The first 

route in Sam Ford was perhaps more wine induced than wisely planned, 
after a pleasant evening aboard another boat which had come round to 

More arctic bouldering, Baffin Island. (Nico Favresse) Above: Oli Favresse leading on Shepton’s Shove, Walker Citadel. (Nico Favresse)
Below: Nico Favresse – ‘The cracks just kept on coming. . .’ (Oli Favresse)
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see us. It found the climbers Up The Creek Without a Paddle (E5 6a, 5.11+, 
500m) – a paddle was lost while landing in the dinghy from the boat. The 
paddle fortunately reappeared, floating back on the tidal current when the 
team were three pitches up. After seven pitches on the route, Sean and Ben 
were surprised to come across bolts and a lot of smart gear; they collected 
the gear and finished the climb completely free, without using any of it. As 
it turned out, Mike Libecki had climbed that way in the previous winter or 
spring; he generously allowed us to keep the gear. Sean and Ben climbed 
the wall so quickly that they had a 15-hour bivvy under a boulder in a gully, 
in the mist and rain, while waiting for the boat to come and collect them.

Nico and Oli, meantime, had attempted the south-east pillar of the Walker 
Citadel but were defeated by the bad weather that had set in. Another 
attempt was also aborted but finally a third attempt, in fine sunshine over 
two days, with a snow shower in between, gave the first ascent of this 
arête in a 24-hour push: Shepton’s Shove (E6 6b, 5.12a, 1000m). I did get 

into trouble for not telling them 
that the forecast had indicated 
some precipitation; I hadn’t 
really taken note of it very seri-
ously as it was clear and sunny. 
And if I had, why spoil morale, 
knowing that they had aborted 
twice already? Meantime, Sean 
and Ben had made the first free 
ascent of SuperUnknown Tower, 
by Imaginary Line (E3 5c, 5.10+, 
1000m), abseiling back down 
the sheer wall of the original aid 
route and using some of the bolts 
left from 20 years before.

Nico and Oli added another 
quality route, where ‘the cracks 
kept on coming’. It was the first 
route on the east face of the 
Turret, Life on the Kedge (E6 6b, 
sustained in the 5.11/5.12 range, 
900m). Picking them up next 
day from the dinghy in gusts of 
30 knots of wind was a bit too 
‘exciting’. Sean and Ben were 
not so lucky with their route; 
after nine pitches up a dihedral 
on the east side of Big Cross 
Wall and an involuntary peel by 

Sean, they decided the rock really was too loose and came back down. 
They had then to wait for two days as wind and waves were just too strong 
and vicious to let us pick them up. Fortunately the team had a tent and 
food at the bottom of the wall. 

We took the boat round to Gibbs Fjörd. This is another remote land of 
stupendous rock sculptures with clear, undisturbed evidence of how the 
glaciers have receded over the years. Initially, the rock here also looked 
rather loose. We had made an inspection of the Ship’s Prow and the west 
face of Scott Island, but the logistics of landing climbers on the sheer walls 
and, even more important, picking them up again afterwards if the weather 
worsened made us cautious. So we went further into Gibbs Fjörd, where 
another quality first ascent was climbed here by Nico and Sean, on a north 
face arête: Walking The Plank (E4 6a, 5.11+, 900m, on excellent rock). 
Again ‘the cracks kept coming’, though some sections were also covered 
in snow. 

Anyone for BASE jumping? View 
from the top of the Turret.  
(Oli Favresse)
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Whilst Nico and Sean were climbing this route, Ben and Oli walked up 
the hill above the boat’s anchorage, thinking they didn’t really need to take 
the rifle. At the top they admired the view, and had just started down when 
a polar bear suddenly appeared from behind a boulder ‘15 metres away’. 
They froze, but fortunately it was the polar bear that turned and ran away; 
they returned to the boat suitably chastened.

A big-wall style climb with portaledges had been staked out in Sam 
Ford Fjörd but the weather never co-operated. It is perhaps important to 
point out that all the new routes done by this team in Sam Ford Fjörd and 
Gibbs Fjörd (as well as in the Uummannaq region) were climbed on sight 
and completely free, in an area where nearly all previous climbs had been 
done with aid. To be fair this was partly because the previous climbs were 
usually done earlier in the year, going in by skidoo over the ice. But that 
did mean that all the big wall climbs on this trip were completed by long, 
Alpine style pushes and completely free, which is rather harder and more 
stressful than conventional big-wall tactics.

There was again good bouldering at the anchorages in the inlet by 
Walker Citadel (Sam Ford Fjörd) and at Refuge Harbour (Gibbs Fjörd), 
as we waited for the weather. We ran out of fresh water on the return sea 
passage but there was an iceberg nearby with bits broken off in the water 
which we could hook on board, so we were saved. On the final rock-strewn 
approach to Sisimiut we encountered 40-44 knot winds; a fitting finale to 
a tough expedition. 

Getting dark now, but no let up at night: Walking The Plank. (Nico Favresse)

Sean Walking The Plank. (Nico Favresse)
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Summary of Climbs 
Where given, co-ordinates are taken from the sea opposite the routes.

Uummannaq Area: Ikerasak Peak
Married Men’s Way (E3 5c, 5.10, 400m). Takes the left ridge of this peak. 
FA: Oli Favresse, Ben Ditto 13 July 2014. 
Crocodiles Have Teeth (E5 6a, 5.11b/c, 400m). The right hand edge of the 

main face, moving right at the 
top to finish by an overhanging 
crack. FA: Nico Favresse, Sean 
Villaneuva 13 July 2014.

Qaqugdlugssuit: Goliath Butress 
(70° 41'N 51° 13’W)
Standard Deviation (E4 6a, 5.11, 
500m). Follows lines on left of 
this buttress, some loose rock 
especially in the basalt band. FA: 
Nico Favresse, Ben Ditto 17 July 
2014.
Slingshot (E3 5c, 5.10, 500m). 
Follows lines on right side of the 
buttress. FA: Oli Favresse, Sean 
Villaneuva 17 July 2014 

Drygalskis Halvo: Funky Tower 
(70° 35'N 51° 16’W)
No Place For People, a.k.a.Sunshine 
and Roses (E6 6b, 5.12a, 500m). 
A steep, varied, technical line 
towards the left side of this face. 
Reports of much loose rock, 
especially on the sloping terrace 
leading to the summit ridge. FA: 
Sean Villaneuva, Ben Ditto 24 
July 2014.

Baffin Island: east coast

Sam Ford Fjörd: Lurking Tower (Mike Libecki’s name) 70° 35'N 71° 17’W)
Up The Creek Without a Paddle (E5 6a, 5.11+, 500m). Starts up the dihedral 
on the right and follows crack lines, turning a roof, to the top. Libecki’s aid 
route was followed after 7 pitches but without using any of the aid. FFA: 
Sean Villaneuva, Ben Ditto over 12 hours on 15-16 August 2014

Super Unknown Tower
Imaginary Line (E3 5c, 5.10+, 1000m). Takes the obvious red groove and 
crack leading almost to the top on the right of the Tower. The hardest 
pitches were after the groove at the top, especially as it was wet and snowy. 

Fantastic rock sculpture, Sam Ford 
Fjörd, Baffin Island. (Oli Favresse)
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This was the first free ascent of the SuperUnknown. A rappel to remember 
straight down the original sheer aid route completed the night. FA: Sean 
Villaneuva, Ben Ditto 21-22 August 2014 

Walker Citadel: South-east Pillar (Drunken Pillar) (70° 50'N 71° 43’W)
Shepton’s Shove (E6 6b, 5.12a, 1000m). The obvious arête leading to the top 
of the pillar. The hardest pitches were at the top. FA: Nico Favresse, Oli 
Favresse 23-24 August 2014

The Turret
Life on The Kedge (E6 6b, 5.12, 900m). The first route on the east face of the 
Turret: a quality climb. Takes the buttress just right of the chimney crack 
that splits the Turret from top to bottom, and follows the obvious, clean 
cut crack on the left hand side. ‘The cracks just kept on coming’. Sustained 
pitches in 5.11/5.12 range. FA: Nico Favresse, Oli Favresse 28-29 August 
2014

Gibbs Fjörd: Plank Wall (70° 50'N 71° 43’W)
Walking the Plank (E4 6a, 5.11+, 900m). Keeps to the steep arête. Another 
quality climb, on excellent rock but north facing, with little sun. Sections 
of the climbing were covered in snow. FA: Nico Favresse, Sean Villaneuva 
4-5 September 2014 

Notes: All the climbs both at Uummannaq and Baffin were done on sight 
and free without the use of aid; there was no use of pitons or bolts.

A curious place to play your music. (Oli Favresse)

CARADOG JONES

The Last Leviathan
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‘It’s unclimbed,’ Tim Carr told me. ‘Criquet said so himself.’ I could 
hardly believe my ears. It was 2007 and Tim had just revealed that 

Nordenskjöld Peak, at 2355m the second-highest peak in South Georgia 
sitting slap bang in the middle of the island, had yet to receive its first 
ascent. ‘I’ve been keeping that under my belt, in case I had the chance, like, 
but I’ll be off soon. If anyone deserves to know, you do.’ 

Tim and Pauline Carr were shortly to leave South Georgia, one of the 
few couples ever to have lived there for a long period of time. This jewel of 
information was his generous parting gift. It had long been assumed that 

’Ere comes the boat, only ’alf afloat. No, it’s not the ‘Last Boat to Cairo’, but it’s 
the last we’ll see of Pelagic Australis for 10 days after being dropped off at the 
snout of the Nordenskjöld glacier. (Richard Spillett)


